Case

T2 terminal both
elegant and functional
Perforated panels add liveliness

T2 TERMINAL

The newly renovated Terminal 2 at Helsinki Airport
in Finland and a new passageway connecting the
train station to the terminal have received a lot of
positive feedback, thanks to their functionality and
aesthetics. Cembrit fibre-cement façade boards
play an important part at the airport, as they serve
as both visible indoor surfaces and a windbreak that
protects the wall structures under the facade.
Finavia is currently making its largest ever investment
at Helsinki Airport – a total of one billion euros.
The T2 terminal, refurbished and recommissioned
at the end of last year, as well as a new connecting
passageway from the train station to the terminal are
part of this sizeable development project.
An impressive entrance to Terminal 2 leads to the
magnificent departure and arrival halls, and the
newly opened areas also include a modern carpark,
bus station and taxi stand next to the terminal. The
route from the train station to the airport is now
significantly shorter, because the new passageway
leads straight to T2.
Simultaneously, the traffic arrangements at Helsinki
Airport have become smoother, as both private
vehicles and taxis can now drop off passengers
directly in front of Terminal 2’s main doors. The
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walking distances are also shorter and all areas can be
accessed via the indoor areas. Furthermore, the new
features include a bicycle parking area.

Teräsrakenneyhdistys, in addition to which it received
an RIL award from the Finnish Association of Civil
Engineers.

The Terminal 2 extension and the airport’s new
entrance have been designed by ALA Architects,
while architect agency HKP created the traffic
arrangements and the carpark building P1/P2. In
addition, the Terminal 2 alliance group included SRV
as the main contractor and Ramboll Finland.

High-quality architecture
The purpose of the regeneration is to meet the
increasing needs going forward, while maintaining
the airport’s existing strengths. Both domestic and
foreign passengers value functionality and short
transfer times. Therefore, a decision was made to
expand the airport so that all of the services and
onward connections can be found under the same
roof in the future as well.

The extension to the long-haul flight area was
designed by PES-Architects. YIT was in charge of
constructing the terminal, and Destia of building the
station level.
The project has attracted a lot of attention and
has gained positive feedback. It was chosen as the
worksite of the year by the Finnish Rakennuslehti
magazine and the steel structure of the year by

The airport’s design has taken advantage of Finnish
materials and decoration solutions. For example,
various soundscapes and light systems create a
memorable atmosphere.
Cembrit fibre-cement panels were used in a number
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of ways as indoor surface materials and a windbreak
on the facade during various stages of Terminal 2’s
construction and the airport’s renovation project.
The panels were installed by TPE Turun Pelti ja
Eristys Ltd.
‘Our company has been taking part in the works
carried out at the airport for nearly a decade now,
and I have personally been involved in different
phases of the renovation for over seven years. We
have been responsible for the steel structures that
complement the frame, as well as the installation
of the Cembrit façade boards and other surface
solutions,’ says Project Manager Veikko Ojala from
Turun Pelti ja Eristys.
The company handed over its final section of the
Terminal 2 project in early summer.
‘This place looks really amazing. It all started with
making models of every section and having the
architects approve them. The architects have been
happy with the quality of the surfaces and their
installation,’ Veikko Ojala says.
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Elegant and durable material
Terminal 2 uses Cembrit facade panels on the
indoor walls and ceilings. Cembrit Solid panels are
perforated.
‘You can see the Cembrit boards as soon as you
walk in from the train station to the terminal and
inside the terminal itself. Fibre-cement boards are
both a stylish and durable material for spaces like
this with a high footfall,’ Ojala says.
In the terminal, the white and light grey facade
panels selected from Cembrit’s vast range of
colour options by the architects form an elegant
and calm whole that creates a beautiful rhythm
with the large windows and organically shaped
wooden surfaces.
All of the Cembrit panels at the airport are
attached with stainless screws and fasteners onto
a metal support frame.
‘A metal frame is sturdy and will remain straight,
unlike wood which expands and contracts
depending on the temperature and humidity.’
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Collaboration with Cembrit has gone well, according
to Veikko Ojala, with a long-term and systematic
approach. Cembrit has also provided all the
fasteners and supplies.
’The panels were perforated by Cembrit’s
subcontractor, which was one of the reasons why
we had to harmonise our schedules carefully during
the terminal project. Furthermore, a huge number
of building service engineers and other expert
contractors have been working at the site, making it
necessary to adjust our work phases and schedules
accordingly. You see, various types of technology
run both behind and above the panels,’ Veikko
Ojala says.
Perforation also improves acoustics
It was also necessary to consider the high security
requirements of the airport carefully for every work
phase and delivery.

Cembrit Solid panels are perforated which improves acoustics.
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According to Ojala, Turun Pelti ja Eristys has
worked at several sites that use Cembrit’s solutions
as their facade material and as a windbreak behind
the visible surface. The latest locations include a
residential building in Helsinki’s Jätkäsaari and the
wellbeing centre of the Municipality of Siuntio.
‘The Cembrit fibre-cement boards can sustain the
variable weather conditions of Finland really well,’
says Ojala.
Sales Manager Juho Ala-Uotila from Cembrit
explains that the company has been part of the
extensive renovation work at Helsinki Airport since
the very beginning.
‘I visited ALA Architects a full two years before the
construction began at Terminal 2. The designers
created the solutions, and we went over a range of
products, colour schemes and fastening methods
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Cembrit Multi Force boards were used to build protective walls during
the works in order to guide people along specific routes and prevent
access to the worksite.

together. We also looked into hidden fixings, but
ultimately decided to use stainless steel screws to
mount the panels onto the steel frame,’ Ala-Uotila
says.
Cembrit’s solutions are well represented at
Terminal 2, its carpark and the connecting
passageway to the train station. In the terminal,
Cembrit panels have been used in front of the main
entrance and in the lobby, for example.
‘The work began immediately after the frame
construction stage. Among other places, Cembrit
Windstopper windbreak panels have been used
under the airport’s aluminium façade boards,
and Cembrit facade panels can be found on
the indoor surfaces. The panels in Terminal 2’s
connecting passageway were made to measure and
perforated by our subcontractor, which allowed the
panels to be used for the area’s acoustics as well,

together with the underlying insulation,’ says Juho
Ala-Uotila.
Versatility of use
Terminal 2 highlights just how versatile Cembrit’s
solutions are. The Cembrit Colorful facade boards
are both aesthetically and technically suitable for
indoor use, and perforation adds even more visual
options alongside the panels’ extensive range of
colours.
The panels used at the terminal are mostly
different shades of white and grey. However, the
carpark features Cembrit Colorful boards painted
in various colours to differentiate between the
different parking levels.
‘Bright colours help to distinguish one parking level
from another and add a happy note,’ Juho AlaUotila says.
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‘Terminal 2 has been an enormous project, but
despite the demanding conditions and a high
level of pressure, the end result is truly fantastic.
Working with a good contractor and other partners
makes things easy,’ Ala-Uotila says, describing his
experience with the latest project at the airport.
Due to the strict security requirements of the
airport, the deliveries had to be made extremely
carefully. The boards were transported to the site
via a tunnel, which was the most natural choice for
arranging the logistics at an airport that operates
round the clock.
Cembrit Multi Force boards were used to build
protective walls during the works in order to guide
people along specific routes and prevent access to
the worksite. This solution created temporary walls
that were both durable and aesthetically pleasing.
The regeneration at Terminal 2 is not quite complete
yet, and the work will continue until 2023. In 2023,
a centralised baggage collection hall will be opened
for use and the alteration of the Schengen gate area
will also be completed.
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Cembrit Colorful boards painted in various
colours help to distinguish one parking level
from another and add a happy note.
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Cembrit
P.O. Box 46
Mineraalintie 1
08681 Lohja

Tel. +358 19 287 61
info@cembrit.fi
www.cembrit.fi

Cembrit is part of one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of building materials: Cembrit Holding. The Group’s main products are fibre-cement
based roofing materials and cladding. To bring out the best in these products a range of specially adapted fittings and supplementary equipment
has been developed. This makes it possible to find a architectonic solution to any roofing or cladding assignment – whether the building in
question is for business, private, farming, industrial or any other purpose. The products are manufactured at technically advanced and
professional factories and they are sold through a professional network of subsidiaries and distributors. Our expertise and personal commitment
are integral parts of all Cembrit solutions, whether they are concerned with products, service backup or partnership.

